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Abstract

We address the problem of automatically ac-001
quiring knowledge from news articles and002
leverage it to estimate the veracity of a user’s003
claim based on the supporting or refuting con-004
tent within the accumulated evidence. We005
present FarFetched, an entity-centric approach006
for reasoning based on news, where latent con-007
nections between events, actions or statements008
are discovered via their identified entity men-009
tions and are represented with the help of a010
knowledge graph. We propose a way of se-011
lecting specific subsets from the accumulated012
wealth of information based on the user hy-013
pothesis and construct relevant premises rely-014
ing on the semantic similarity between them.015
We leverage textual entailment recognition016
to provide a measurable way for assessing017
whether the user claim is plausible based on018
the selected evidence. Our work is demon-019
strated on the less-resourced Greek language020
and supported by the training of state-of-the-021
art models for STS and NLI that are evaluated022
on benchmark datasets.023

1 Introduction024

In recent years, research in natural language un-025

derstanding and textual inference has progressed026

significantly, leading in powerful models that can027

read, understand and reason about texts, reaching or028

even exceeding human performance. While these029

models are impressive as standalone achievements,030

they are either built following a closed-world as-031

sumption or require the supporting information to032

be provided along with the claim at hand in order033

to assert its validity. In the meantime, the global034

information explosion has led to an ever-expanding035

world of data that needs to be filtered, reviewed,036

analyzed, and processed for relevance and strategic037

significance. The challenges following the rapid038

increase in the amount of published information by039

news websites, RSS feeds, blogs and social media040

also affect commonsense reasoning tasks, as the ar-041

rival of new information may weaken or retract our 042

initially supported inference, if taken into account. 043

The goals and contributions of this work1 are: a) 044

to formalize, develop and demonstrate a reasoning 045

approach based on textual information from the 046

continuous monitoring of news websites, where the 047

user is able to input a claim in free text and assess 048

its veracity in a measurable way and b) to train, 049

evaluate and share2 SotA models for the STS and 050

NLI downstream tasks for the Greek language that 051

support the core functionalities of our method. 052

2 Related Work 053

We are not aware of any work that attempts to per- 054

form the task of receiving an arbitrary user input 055

as a hypothesis and assess its likelihood based on 056

the accumulated knowledge from news articles (e.g. 057

assess the likelihood of user input statements re- 058

garding a future event based on previous ones). 059

Recent advances in the field of event-centric NLP 060

introducing techniques for information extraction 061

and event representation, machine comprehension 062

and event prediction as well as knowledge acqui- 063

sition at different levels of abstraction are briefly 064

mentioned below. 065

Event representation methods usually leverage 066

narrative event chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 067

2008), knowledge graphs (Tang et al., 2019), ques- 068

tion answer (QA) pairs (Michael et al., 2018) or 069

event network embeddings (Zeng et al., 2021) to 070

capture connections among events in a global con- 071

text. These techniques are usually coupled with 072

information extraction (IE) methods for joint en- 073

tity, relation and event extraction (Lin et al., 2020) 074

either on sentence-level (Kolluru et al., 2020) or 075

on document level (Li et al., 2021), also cover- 076

ing cross-domain (Huang et al., 2018) and multi- 077

1FarFetched source code available here: [Link omitted for
anonymity]

2Produced models available here: [Link omitted for
anonymity.]
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lingual (Papadopoulos et al., 2021) cases.078

With regard to understanding relations between079

events and predicting future ones, recent trends080

include the temporal modelling of such prob-081

lems with the help of narrative generation systems082

(Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016), attention-083

based prediction of event goals (Chen et al.,084

2020) and temporal knowledge graph embeddings085

(TKGE) (Zhu et al., 2021). Such approaches are086

usually demonstrated on close-domain problems,087

e.g. stock market prediction (Wu, 2020) or medical088

use cases (Deznabi et al., 2021).089

The conversion of raw information derived from090

various sources into commonsense knowledge has091

also been established as a related line of work,092

with symbolic and neural approaches trying to re-093

solve temporal and causal commonsense under-094

standing of events (Hwang et al., 2021), or aim-095

ing to construct large-scale eventuality knowledge096

bases (Krzywicki et al., 2018) (Zhang et al., 2020).097

Our method significantly differs from the afore-098

mentioned lines of work, as it relies on an entity-099

centric approach instead, where the identified enti-100

ties are used as connectors between events, actions,101

facts, statements or opinions, thus revealing latent102

connections between the articles containing them.103

This is supported by semantic textual similarity104

and textual entailment recognition methods, ulti-105

mately aiming to decide whether a claim (hypothe-106

sis) provided by the user follows the existing evi-107

dence. A similar approach has been proposed for108

combining world knowledge with event extraction109

methods to represent coherent events, but relies on110

causal reasoning to generate plausible predictions111

of future events (Radinsky et al., 2012). A QA-112

based method for event forecasting is also relevant,113

but requires the accompanying news source to be114

provided along with the user’s question (Jin et al.,115

2021). The latest advances regarding the techno-116

logical concepts which comprise our methodology117

are provided below.118

Entity linking (EL) is considered essential in119

many natural language understanding (NLU) sys-120

tems, since it resolves the lexical ambiguity of en-121

tity mentions and determines their meanings in122

context. Typical EL approaches aim at identify-123

ing (named) entities in mention spans and linking124

them to entries of a KG (e.g. Wikidata, DBpedia)125

thus resolving their ambiguity. Recent methods126

combine the aforementioned tasks using local com-127

patibility and topic similarity features (Delpeuch,128

2019), pagerank-based wikification (Brank et al., 129

2017a) or neural end-to-end models that jointly de- 130

tect and disambiguate mentions with the help of 131

context-aware mention embeddings (Kolitsas et al., 132

2018). 133

The recent interest in sentence encoders for 134

encoding diverse semantic sentence features into 135

fixed-size vectors (Conneau et al., 2017) has re- 136

sulted in SotA systems for Semantic Textual Sim- 137

ilarity (STS) that are based on supervised cross- 138

sentence attention (Raffel et al., 2020), Deep Aver- 139

aging Networks (DAN) for sentence encoding (Cer 140

et al., 2018) or siamese and triplet BERT-Networks 141

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to acquire mean- 142

ingful sentence embeddings that can be compared 143

using cosine-similarity. 144

Finally, the task of Natural Language Inference 145

(NLI) -also known as Recognizing Textual Entail- 146

ment (RTE)- can be used to investigate reasoning 147

over long texts (a pair of premise and hypothesis 148

phrases) into three classes: contradiction, entail- 149

ment and neutral. The current state-of-the-art on 150

this field relies on Transformer-based variants with 151

global attention mechanisms (Beltagy et al., 2020), 152

autoregressive language models for capturing long- 153

term dependencies (Yang et al., 2019) and denois- 154

ing autoencoders (Lewis et al., 2020). 155

3 Method 156

3.1 Problem Definition 157

Given a user input statement in free text (claim, 158

hypothesis), we tackle the problem of deciding 159

whether this statement is plausible based on the 160

currently accumulated knowledge from news feeds. 161

We also acknowledge the problem of constructing 162

a relevant premise by analysing the wealth of infor- 163

mation contained in hundreds of millions of articles 164

that inevitably creates a poverty of attention and the 165

need to devise an efficient way for extracting only 166

contextually and semantically relevant text subsets 167

to verify or refute the user’s hypothesis. While our 168

work does not primarily focus on better sentence 169

embeddings and natural language inference tech- 170

niques, we also target the lack of such models for 171

the Greek language. 172

3.2 Our approach 173

FarFetched combines a series of offline (performed 174

periodically) and online (performed upon user in- 175

put) processes to crawl for news articles, annotate 176

their context with named entities and derive a rel- 177
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Figure 1: Overview of the FarFetched approach

evant subset of the stored content to reason about178

the validity of the user hypothesis in an NLI setting.179

These operations are visualised in Figure 1, can180

be summarized as follows and are described more181

thoroughly in the following subsections:182

• Offline processes:183

News Collection: A news crawler is deployed184

to accumulate information by extracting HTML185

content from news websites.186

KG Database population: The crawled con-187

tent (article title, text sections, publication date188

etc.) is processed and stored in a knowledge graph189

allowing a more structured representation.190

Entity Linking (on articles): Wikification is191

applied to each article section to identify concepts192

and link events based on their disambiguated entity193

mentions.194

• Online processes:195

Entity Linking (on hypothesis): Upon user in-196

put, the Entity Linking process will annotate the197

hypothesis, aiming at finding entities that can be198

linked with those in the KG database.199

Premise Constructor: The identified entities200

of the previous phase serve as the starting point for201

the construction of a contextually and semantically202

relevant premise. The constructor returns all the203

article sections that connect the identified entities204

using a shortest path approach.205

Semantic Textual Similarity: This process206

aims at selecting the best premise by comparing the207

vector representations of the hypothesis with each208

candidate premise in terms of semantic similarity.209

Natural Language Inference: The best candi-210

date premise and the hypothesis are fed into an NLI211

model that determines whether the latter is entailed, 212

contradicted or neutral to the former and outputs 213

the probability scores for each case. 214

3.2.1 News Collection 215

News articles are collected via the news-please 216

framework (Hamborg et al., 2017), a multi- 217

language, open-source crawler and extractor for 218

heterogeneous website structures. It is capable of 219

extracting the major elements of news articles (i.e., 220

title, lead paragraph, main content, publication date, 221

author, etc.), featuring full website extraction and 222

requiring only the root URL of a news website 223

to crawl it completely. The framework relies on 224

scrapy (Kouzis-Loukas, 2016) to download each 225

article’s HTML and supports 4 different modes of 226

operation in order to find all articles published by a 227

news outlet : i.RSS feed analysis, ii.recursive crawl- 228

ing by following internal links, iii.sitemap analysis 229

for fetching articles from the whole website and 230

iv.automatic mode, which prioritizes sitemap anal- 231

ysis and falls back to recursive crawling in case of 232

error. 233

3.2.2 KG Database Population 234

The crawled news articles are used to populate 235

a Knowledge Graph (KG) database. In order to 236

store article-related information, the open-source 237

version of the Neo4j graph database management 238

system (Webber, 2012) was used, as it supports 239

native graph storage and processing functionalities 240

along with a convenient browser visualization tool. 241

In its raw form, the KG database contains only 242

two types of nodes with their respective properties: 243
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Articles, which represent crawled news arti-244

cles and Sections that represent the sentences245

of each article’s main text (concatenated title and246

article body). Each Article node is linked to one247

or more Section nodes by the HAS_SECTION248

relationship. The KG is enriched with additional249

entities and relationships via the Entity Linking250

process.251

3.2.3 Entity Linking252

Given that our approach relies on largely unstruc-253

tured textual documents that lack explicit semantic254

information, Entity Linking (EL) constitutes a cen-255

tral role in revealing latent connections between256

seemingly uncorrelated article sections. To this257

end, FarFetched employs a type of semantic enrich-258

ment and entity disambiguation technique known259

as wikification, which involves using Wikipedia260

concepts as a source of semantic annotation. We261

call the JSI Wikifier service (Brank et al., 2017b),262

a free Web API with multilingual support to an-263

notate both the content of the crawled news arti-264

cles (offline process) and the hypotheses received265

by the user (online process). The service applies266

pagerank-based wikification on input text to iden-267

tify phrases that refer to entities of the target knowl-268

edge base (Wikipedia) and return their correspond-269

ing Wikipedia URL and WikiData entity ID, which270

is a number prefixed by a letter. The latter is used271

as a unique identifier for storing these entities as272

Entity nodes back to our KG database and link-273

ing them with the crawled article Section nodes,274

resulting to a more tightly connected graph, where275

each entity/concept is connected to multiple sec-276

tions via the HAS_ENTITY relationship.277

3.2.4 Premise Constructor278

In a typical NLI setting, a premise represents our279

knowledge about an event and is used to infer280

whether a relevant hypothesis follows from it or281

not. In our case, however, multiple independent282

descriptions of the same or similar events (i.e. mul-283

tiple news articles focusing on the same entities)284

might be available. It would therefore be beneficial285

to leverage the linked article sections of our KG by286

involving inference over longer premise texts and287

aggregation of information from multiple candidate288

premise sentences (Lai et al., 2017). Our approach289

is simple and comprises the following steps (online290

process):291

1. The user inputs a free-text statement in Greek292

which serves as a hypothesis, e.g. transl:293

"Mediterranean countries will take measures 294

against climate change" . 295

2. The hypothesis is passed through the Entity 296

Linking phase (wikification) and one or more 297

Wikidata concepts are identified as entity IDs 298

(e.g. Q41, Q51576574). 299

3. The KG is queried for the aforementioned 300

concepts (represented as Entity nodes) and 301

tries to find all possible shortest paths between 302

them. Given the implemented graph struc- 303

ture and a sequence of n alternating Entity- 304

Section nodes where each Section node 305

is connected to at least one Entity node, 306

this translates to a minimum path length of 307

2(n− 1). 308

4. For each sequence, the textual information 309

contained in all Section nodes is concate- 310

nated to form a candidate premise. Their rele- 311

vance with the hypothesis at hand is assessed 312

during the Semantic Textual Similarity phase. 313

3.2.5 Semantic Textual Similarity 314

We apply a sentence embeddings method to extract 315

and compare the vector representations of the user’s 316

hypothesis and each candidate premise, in order to 317

select the most semantically relevant candidate for 318

the final NLI phase. Despite the abundance of mul- 319

tilingual language models (e.g. m-BERT, XLM) 320

that cover most common languages, a pretrained 321

multilingual sentence embeddings model does not 322

generally perform well in downstream tasks for 323

less-resourced languages like Greek (Koutsikakis 324

et al., 2020). Furthermore, given that the vector 325

spaces between languages are not aligned, sen- 326

tences with the same content in different languages 327

could be mapped to different locations in the com- 328

mon vector space. To overcome this obstacle, we 329

followed a multilingual knowledge distillation ap- 330

proach proposed by Reimers and Gurevych, 2020 331

to train a Greek sentence embedding model using 332

parallel EN-EL (English-Greek) sentence pairs us- 333

ing the sentence-transformers library (Reimers and 334

Gurevych, 2019). Our Greek student model (XLM- 335

roberta-base) was trained using the parallel pairs 336

to produce vectors for the EN-EL sentences that 337

are close to the teacher’s pretrained English model 338

(distilrobertabase-paraphrase-v2) ones. Using the 339

trained model, we are able to compare the produced 340

vector representations between the hypothesis and 341
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each candidate premise in terms of Semantic Tex-342

tual Similarity (STS) using the cosine similarity343

metric and forward the best candidate premise to344

the last phase (NLI) of the online process.345

3.2.6 Natural Language Inference346

The last step of our process relies on Natural Lan-347

guage Inference (NLI) to determine whether the348

hypothesis is true (entailment), false (contradic-349

tion), or undetermined (neutral), given the most rel-350

evant premise of the previous phase. To tackle the351

aforementioned multilinguality issues of pretrained352

language models on low-resource languages, we353

finetuned a Greek sentence-transformers Cross-354

Encoder (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) model355

(XLM-roberta-base) for the NLI task. The model356

was trained on the Greek and English version of357

the combined SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and358

MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) corpora (AllNLI).359

To create the Greek version of AllNLI, the English-360

to-Greek machine translation model by Papadopou-361

los et al., 2021 was used3. The trained model takes362

the premise-hypothesis pair as input and predicts363

one of the following labels for each case: "con-364

tradiction": 0, "entailment": 1, "neutral": 2. The365

logits for each class are then converted to probabili-366

ties using the softmax function. These labels along367

with their probability scores can be used to assess368

whether the user statement is verified by the accu-369

mulated knowledge on our KG Graph database.370

4 Experiments371

4.1 Setup372

The technical details for each building block of373

FarFetched are provided below:374

News Collection and Storage: The python375

package of news-please4 was used to create an376

initial corpus of news articles to support our exper-377

iments. We used the automatic mode on the root378

URLs of two popular Greek news sites in order to379

recursively crawl news from a diverse topic spec-380

trum, spanning from 2018 until 2021. We collected381

13,236 articles, containing 31,358 sections it total.382

The Neo4j Community Edition v4.35 was used to383

store the crawled articles and sections as nodes and384

create their in-between relationships.385

Entity Linking: A Python script producing386

3Greek AllNLI version available here: [Link omitted for
anonymity]

4https://github.com/fhamborg/news-please
5https://neo4j.com/download-center

POST requests to the free web API of JSI Wikifier6 387

was used to annotate the article sections and enrich 388

the KG with Wikidata entities. A total of 2,516 389

Wikidata entities of different types (e.g. sovereign 390

states, cities, humans, businesses, organizations, 391

academic institutions etc.) were identified in the 392

crawled articles. A pageRankSqThreshold of 0.80 393

was set for pruning the annotations on the basis of 394

their pagerank score. 395

Premise Constructor: To create candidate 396

premises, a parametrizable Cypher query executed 397

via a Python script is used that takes the identified 398

entities in the hypothesis as parameters and returns 399

the concatenated article sections that link these en- 400

tities together. For our experiments, the maximum 401

number of relationships between the alternating 402

Sections and Entities was set to 2(n− 1) (shortest 403

path), while the script returns at most 50 candidate 404

premises in descending order based on path length. 405

These parameters can be modified if longer premise 406

candidate sets of sentences are required. 407

Semantic Similarity: The sentence- 408

transformers7 library was used to finetune a 409

bilingual (Greek-English) XLM-roberta-base 410

model (~270M parameters with 12-layers, 768- 411

hidden-state, 3072 feed-forward hidden-state, 412

8-heads) using 340MB of parallel (EN-EL) 413

sentences from various sources (e.g. OPUS, 414

Wikimatrix, Tatoeba). The model was trained for 4 415

epochs with a batch size of 16 on a machine with 416

a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX3080 (10GB of 417

VRAM). 418

Natural Language Inference: Using the above 419

hardware setting, a Cross-Encoder XLM-roberta- 420

base of the same architecture was finetuned on the 421

Greek-English AllNLI dataset with the sentence- 422

transformers library. The model was trained for a 423

single epoch, using a train batch size of 6 due to 424

memory constraints. 425

4.2 Main results 426

In this section we perform a qualitative demonstra- 427

tion of FarFetched’s overall performance and also 428

provide quantitative results for our two trained mod- 429

els with regard to common benchmark datasets. 430

4.2.1 Demonstration of the overall 431

methodology 432

Given the particularity of the FarFetched approach 433

and the specific nature of its goals, it is difficult to 434

6http://wikifier.org/
7https://www.sbert.net
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assess its performance quantitatively via a bench-435

mark dataset. To this end, we provide a set of436

examples that aim at showcasing the capabilities437

of our system in deciding about the validity of a438

user’s hypothesis based on the accumulated infor-439

mation. These scenarios include two parts each and440

are shown in Table 1. The original data (in Greek)441

are available in the Appendix8.442

In Scenario 1, two contradicting user hypotheses443

with the same entity mentions are provided by the444

user. Given that they refer to the same entities, the445

system fetches the same candidate premises pool446

for each case in order to evaluate their validity. The447

most relevant one (score in bold) is selected for the448

NLI phase, where the verdict is that the premise449

entails the first hypothesis (1a) and contradicts the450

second (1b).451

In Scenario 2, we investigate the sensitivity of452

our approach in exploiting new information to eval-453

uate a hypothesis. The hypothesis of 2a triggers454

the premise constructor which returns multiple can-455

didate premises, the most relevant of them having456

a similarity score of 0.6665. During the NLI eval-457

uation phase, the verdict is entailment, but with458

low confidence. In 2b the same hypothesis is eval-459

uated, but with the addition of an artificial news460

section that is clearly more relevant to the claim461

at hand. This is successfully identified by Far-462

Fetched’s STS component which selects the new463

section as the best candidate, providing a more con-464

fident NLI decision. This shift in NLI verdict is465

visualized in Figure 2. Given that FarFetched can466

provide reasoning on the constantly updated news467

flow, monitoring such shifts could be useful for468

identifying trend changes, especially for cases that469

benefit from long-term planning (business, market,470

politics etc.)471

Scenario 3 is similar to 2, as the same hypothe-472

sis is evaluated on the existing candidate premises473

pool (3a) and on an artificial section added in 3b.474

However, in this case the added information is an475

excerpt from a person’s interview. While our ap-476

proach correctly identifies the relevance of this sec-477

tion to the user hypothesis affecting the NLI deci-478

sion, there is no way of knowing whether this claim479

is truthful or not. This is discussed in more detail480

in Section 5.481

8omitted for camera-ready version according to guidelines.
See supplementary material.

Figure 2: Shift in NLI verdict from Scenario 2a (blue)
to 2b (pink) of Table 1.

4.2.2 STS performance 482

The performance of our sentence embeddings 483

model was evaluated on the test subset of the Se- 484

mantic Textual Similarity (STS) 2017 dataset (Cer 485

et al., 2017). Given that the original STS2017 486

dataset does not provide sentence pairs in Greek, 487

we manually created a cross-lingual version for 488

the English-Greek pair with the help of a native 489

speaker9. The performance is measured using Pear- 490

son and Spearman correlation between the pre- 491

dicted similarity score and the gold score. We also 492

provide results in terms of translation matching 493

accuracy by evaluating if the source and target lan- 494

guage embeddings are close using cosine similarity. 495

The results are shown in Table 2. We obtain a 496

slightly better performance both in terms of STS 497

and translation matching compared to the current 498

state-of-the-art multilingual model by Reimers and 499

Gurevych, 2019. 500

4.2.3 NLI performance 501

We benchmark our trained model on the Greek sub- 502

set of the XNLI-test benchmark (Conneau et al., 503

2018) that contains 5,010 premise-hypothesis pairs. 504

The results are shown in Table 3. Despite not hav- 505

ing used the XNLI-train set for our training, we 506

achieve a 1% gain over the multilingual XLM-R 507

(Conneau et al., 2020) and are on par with the 508

monolingual Greek-BERT by Koutsikakis et al., 509

2020. Given that our model was trained on a mix- 510

ture of Greek and English sentence pairs, it is more 511

suitable for corpora that also contain English terms 512

(e.g. technology, science topics) without suffer- 513

ing from the under-representability of the Greek 514

language occurring in multilingual models. 515

9EN-EL version of STS2017 dataset available here: [Link
omitted for anonymity]
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# User Hypothesis Fetched candidate premises (similarity) NLI scores (c;e;n)

1a

Denmark and Austria believe that the European Union
should increase aid to refugees.

Austria and Denmark also want to increase EU
support for countries hosting refugees near crisis
hotspots so that they do not travel to Europe. (0.8505)

Checked by police at the Airport Police Departments ...
the foreigners presented forged travel documents ...
in order to leave the country for France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands, Denmark, Spain and Norway. (0.2283)

0.014 ; 0.958 ; 0.028

1b

Denmark disagrees with Austria on the management
of immigration issues in the European Union.

0.951 ; 0.002 ; 0.047

2a
The United States plans to impose sanctions on Iran.

Iran faces dilemma over whether to comply
of Washington or will lead to collapse. The sanctions that
came back in force today, will force the government of
the Islamic Republic to accept the US claims regarding
the Iranian nuclear program and Iranian activities in the
Middle East East because, otherwise, the regime will be in
danger to collapse, claimed Israel Kats, the Israeli minister
responsible for Information Services. (0.6665)

Why Greece was exempted from US sanctions on Iran.
New US sanctions on oil exports from Iran have been
in force since November 5. (0.6324)

"We are always in favor of diplomacy and talks ... But the
Conversations need honesty ... The US is pushing again
sanctions on Iran and withdraw from the nuclear deal
"(of 2015) and then they want to have conversations with us",
Rohani said in a speech that was broadcast live on
television. (0.5151)

The condemnation of the banker Mehmet Atila is energizing
the climate between the USA and Turkey. The already tense
relations between Turkey and the USA are strengthened by
the decision of the Manhattan federal court, which on
Wednesday found Turkish banker Mehmet Hakan Attila
guilty of participating in a conspiracy to offer
help Iran to circumvent US financial sanctions. (0.4018)

0.220 ; 0.454 ; 0.326

2b

...
+
Following the collapse of the last talks between the US
and Iran, the announcement of additional sanctions is
expected in the coming days. (0.7195)

0.006 ; 0.952 ; 0.042

3a Apple is trying to compete with Netflix
in the production of television content.

Apple is expected to spend about $ 2 billion this year creating
original content that it hopes will compete with Netflix, Hulu
and Amazon, already established in the television
audience. (0.7107)

0.004 ; 0.967 ; 0.029

3b

...
+
"We’re not trying to compete with Netflix on TV,"
an Apple spokesman said in an interview. (0.7134)

0.982 ; 0.008 ; 0.010

Table 1: Demonstration of FarFetched on 3 scenarios. All sentences are translated from Greek to English for
better readability. The "+" sign denotes the addition of an artificial premise to the existing candidates for the same
scenario to showcase the sensitivity of our approach in accumulating new information. Underlined hypothesis text
indicates the entities annotated during the wikification process. The similarity scores of the candidate premises in
bold signify the best candidate. Similarly, the NLI score in bold represents the probability of the predicted label
(contradiction, entailment or neutrality respectively).

Model STS2017 Translation Matching
r ρ Acc. (eln2el) Acc. (el2en)

XLM-RoBERTa-base (Ours) 83.30 84.32 98.05 97.80
Paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet-base-v2 (UKP-TUDA) 82.71 82.70 97.50 97.35

Table 2: Comparison of our sentence-embeddings model in terms of Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) cosine similarity
on the STS2017 set (EN-EL version) and in terms of translation matching accuracy.
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Model F1-score
XLM-RoBERTa-base (Ours) 78.3
Greek-BERT (AUEB) 78.6 ± 0.62
XLM-RoBERTa-base (Facebook) 77.3 ± 0.41
M-BERT (Google AI Language) 73.5 ± 0.49

Table 3: Model comparison of our NLI model in terms
of F1-score on the Greek subset of XNLI-test dataset.

5 Error Analysis516

We acknowledge that FarFetched is possible to517

encounter errors in 3 main areas: entity linking,518

premise construction and entailment recognition519

(NLI). These are briefly addressed below.520

Entity Linking: Highly ambiguous entities (e.g.521

"Washington" could refer to the US state or to522

"George Washington") and name variations (e.g.523

"European Union" and "EU") pose challenges to524

any entity linking method. Since we claim that our525

approach is entity-centric, a wrong annotation of526

the hypothesis’ or article’s entities will lead to irrel-527

evant candidate premises and increase the probabil-528

ity of "neutral" NLI verdicts. Moreover, the tunable529

sensitivity of the JSI Wikifier implies a tradeoff be-530

tween a precision-oriented and a recall-oriented531

strategy, the latter resulting in a richer KG, but also532

being prone to false-positive annotations.533

Premise Construction: This initial version of534

our approach relies solely on the STS comparison535

between the premises that contain the same entities536

as the hypothesis, based on a shortest path approach537

discussed in Section 3.2.4. In cases where a larger538

number of entities are identified in the user hypoth-539

esis, finding the traversal path between the alternat-540

ing Entity-Section nodes can be a time-consuming541

operation. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the542

shortest path is able to capture the optimal candi-543

date premises; to this end an aggregation of the top544

n most relevant premises is considered as an alter-545

native. Finally, there is currently neither a temporal546

evaluation of the candidate premises with regard to547

the hypothesis nor a distinction between opinions548

and facts; all candidates are treated as equal.549

Natural Language Inference: Recognizing the550

entailment between a pair of sentences partially551

depends on the tense and aspect of the predica-552

tions. Especially in our case, where we rely on553

information from news articles, tense plays an im-554

portant role in determining the temporal location of555

the predication (i.e. in the past, present or future),556

while the aspectual auxiliaries signify an event’s in-557

ternal constituency (e.g. whether an action is com- 558

pleted or in progress). While the work of Kober 559

et al., 2019 indicates that language models encode 560

a substantial amount of morphosyntactic informa- 561

tion regarding tense and aspect, they are unable 562

to reason based only on these properties. To this 563

end, user hypotheses with a high presence of such 564

semantic properties should be avoided. 565

6 Conclusions 566

In this work, we presented a novel approach for rea- 567

soning based on the accumulated knowledge from 568

the continuous ingestion and processing of news 569

articles. FarFetched is able to evaluate the validity 570

of any arbitrary human input (claim, hypothesis) 571

in free text given the existing evidence, relying on 572

the pillars of news crawling, knowledge graphs, en- 573

tity linking, semantic textual similarity and natural 574

language inference. 575

We showcased the effectiveness of our method in 576

divese scenarios and acknowledged its weaknesses 577

and limitations. As byproducts of our work, we 578

trained and opensourced an NLI and a sentence em- 579

beddings model for the less-resourced Greek lan- 580

guage, achieving state-of-the-art performance on 581

the XNLI and STS2017 benchmarks respectively. 582

While the implementation of our approach is fo- 583

cused on Greek, its modular architecture allows it 584

to be repurposed for any language for which the 585

corresponding models exist. 586

For future work, we intend to address some of 587

the limitations of our method mentioned in Section 588

5, focusing primarily on an optimal setting for our 589

entity linking component as well as on devising an 590

improved strategy for constructing the candidate 591

premises pool and evaluating their suitability. 592
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